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About This Game

The Gold Edition contains both Panzer Elite Action - Fields of Glory and its Dunes Of War expansion!

BATTLE FIELD EUROPE
Experience the Blitz as a Prussian officer, defend your country as a Russian Tank Commander or march right through Berlin as

an Allied Commander - three dynamic campaigns await you!

HEROES IN AFRICA
Even though he cannot match the Allies' sheer material power, Rommel's clever tricks and ruses keep them on the move. Fight

on his side in the hottest battles of all times, or join the Allies and face the Desert Fox!

Key features:

3 thrilling, adrenaline-fueled campaigns all over the world!

2 seperate North African campaigns - Patton vs. Rommel!

Squad Tactics - an entire Tank Squad is at your command!

Multiplayer mode via LAN and Internet with up to 32 players!
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Title: Panzer Elite Action Gold Edition
Genre: Action, Simulation
Developer:
Zootfly
Publisher:
HandyGames
Release Date: 20 Apr, 2007

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8

Processor: 1 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon 8500 or nVidia GeForce 3 Ti (must support ps.1.1) with at least 32Mb of video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible Sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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2 Zen 4 me. 10/10
Pros:
-You wrap string to paint wooden objects through the power of magic and your invisible right (or left) hand only, instead of
being a normal person with two visable hands and a paint brush. You ♥♥♥♥ing hipster.

-You wrap things in string and try to forget about your bondage fetish.

-Nice, peaceful music for any occastion. Even masterbation

Cons:
-Still haven't fixed the streching string sound effect loop bug.

-Too much zen. Not enough water. Defies physics through magic paint

-A "Ghost Monkey" is involved. I don't trust ghost monkeys. Go back to the afterlife you stinky dead animal.

In all seriousness, just wait for a sale or buy it from a bundle. It's an okay game that slaps you in the face with zen. Sometimes
you like it, sometimes it gets frustrating. Point is, you won't always be in a zen mood to fully enjoy this game but you'll certainly
like the challenge of wrapping string around a variety of objects. Just don't expect full-on zen (unless you're listening to the
soundtrack alone).

Overall: Not worth full price, get it in sale or in a bundle. Where else can you pound Finnish metal music while hucking a giant
sky-whale helicopter into a hot LZ, spitting fire in three directions, to pull out wounded friendlies while your comrades blitz the
ground around you so you can bug out with your precious cargo? Some of the gnarliest, most rewarding, absolutely heroic co-op
I've ever played anywhere. What do we say to the god of death? Not today!. Probably the lamest DLC investigation, but it
unlocks the Khorne tarot which means I can purge Khorne forever and ever and ever and ever and ever and ever and ever and
ever and-. Edited to Add: Changed my mind as by the second act, the hair-yanking has totally won out over addictive. For a
thinking game about collecting stuff, it's *entirely* too reflex driven. I rage-quit after Ruins and after several weeks can't
convince myself to go back.

--------------

It's still early days, but it's already clear that Molecats is going to be a mix of addictive and hair-yanking. The lack of a fail-state
is very nice (you might have to loop around the level one more time, but you don't have to *start completely over* as in a lot of
puzzle games).

Runs sensibly on dual monitors.

Runs great on my Linux set-up. (Mint 18.2 Nvidia 384.130 GTX 1060). The game in its very early access state is in essence a
space dog fighting game, with a dynamic combat mechanism already in place. So if all you want to do is fly about on a starry
background fighting pirates, using a range of ships then this is a solid game for you. Although I imagine Empires of creation has
the capabilities of becoming a well-rounded game in the future, however some changes are required. These could include game
objectives, a helper guide for new players and the fixing of some bugs (bugs include game saving\/ may be just my pc). Most
importantly it would be good if there was a way to win\/complete the game (if there is then I have no knowledge of it). I would
definitely recommend this game, or at the very least keep an eye on upcoming updates
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I must say, I really loved Form even though it was a little short and without very difficult puzzles. It had great atmosphere. I
went into Twilight Path hoping Charm Games had learned a little from their previous release in order to bring a more fulfilling
title. Unfortunately, Twilight Path was even shorter and with almost zero difficulty to the puzzles. The most difficult puzzles are
found within the first five minutes of the game. The game is almost just a short interactive animated film.. Good little loco,
Meshtools quality (i.e. amongst the best in Train Simulator, IMO).

. These weapons are only good for the first 10 minutes of the game, youll easly come by better weapons extremely quickly.
Brought this with selling a bunch of trading cards, pretended to walk like a retard to my death... defently worth my time!. I
played this game before the other two and I loved it...so I bought those and will be playing this again. This game is a nonlinear
horror that had me tense all the time and scared a lot of the time. Though the game is nonlinear, there are some things that need
done before you can move on. Sometimes, what needs to be done is not obvious so you pretty much have to go around and try
different things until you can move on. There is a quite wonderful guide on Steam (I'm sorry I don't remember the name of the
one who made it, but qudos to you). This is definately not a game for children. The game has two endings and several very
interesting easter eggs about hauntings and weird happenings around the area of the game. I really liked that and looked to
collect them all. Some of the mechanics of the game are a little hard to work with (like moving things), but keep trying and
some of the puzzles (like "conversations with...") were downright frustrating. All in all, even though I needed some help, I had a
great time. Thanks to the devs and all for a great scare, and another and another..... I have a weak pc and this game runs really
well for what my pc is i really love this game the wide amount of mods is awesome i highly recommend. I got this on sale. Glad
I didn't pay full price. Game starts off really nice with a nice story book intro. Then you're stuck with a stationary wave shooter.

That wouldn't be so bad if it were semi-interesting, but the enemy types are pretty uninspired. They just walk slowly towards
you. The aiming seems odd too with a targeting reticle always in the distance. Throwing a grendate is also very weird.

Just a very bland game overall. There's so many wave shooters and this one is just average to below average honestly.

I played this with Oculus Rift and Touch contollers do work.

Rating 4\/10 bleh. Ill just start by saying Online Only games are not my thing as they are all parishable, one day the servers
WILL shut down, leaving you with your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in your hand and a wallet with emotional
issues.

 Clumsy Moose Season looked good in the videos, but after purchashing i was dissapointed.
  If it were an Offline game it would be a great title given some tweaks on the floaty controls,as the art style and humor are
great, but as a game that forces you to log in and eventually lose all your hard work, i get cant get behind, Happy wheels and
Manyland\/Anyland suffer these issues also as they are Online Onl,y but they are amazing titles, This one, besides the art style
and humor im going to have to pass on, this one is sadly refund worthy.
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